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CARRIAGES 
498 HORSE-DRAWN ICE CREAM VAN built circa 1920’s to suit 14 to 16 hh; a highly 
 decorative vehicle painted cream with ornate carvings, colourful scrolling and sign 
 written panels.  Each corner is decorated with a barley twist pole and the roof has 
 shaped edging.  On elliptic springs with rubber-tyred wheels. The interior is fitted out with 
 steel cupboards, bain maries, hot water containers, gas bottles, etc.  A slight retouching 
 of the painted work is required but otherwise a fully fitted working vehicle ready to take 
 on the road, complete with H&S certificates, a set of harness, a twin axle trailer and a 
 fibreglass model horse. 
 
499 VICTORIA/PHAETON built by A. Knust of Schöningen, Germany circa 1900 to suit 14 to 

16.3 hh single or pair.  Finished in varnished ash on a dark brown undercarriage with 14-
spoke English pattern wheels, brass hub caps and elliptic springs, along with curved mud 
guards, shafts and a pole.  The driver’s seat is upholstered in black, with the passenger 
seats and arm rests covered in cream buttoned fabric.  The driver’s seat is removable to 
allow the vehicle to be driven from the rear seat.  Used as a wedding carriage by the 
vendors, it requires a little attention before its next job.   

 
500 WAGONETTE built by Joseph Cockshoot & Co., Manchester to suit 14.2 to 16.2 hh; a 

smart and elegant vehicle painted dark blue with red lining and red upholstered seating 
for four passengers and stick-back front seat.  On 12/14-spoke English pattern wheels 
with engraved hub caps and elliptic springs. Fitted with a hand brake, lamp brackets and 
mud guards.  Comes with shafts 

 
501 GOVERNESS CART built by P. Cleary of Ballylandes circa 1900 to suit 14 to 16 hh; 

painted green with gold lining, and red cushions and back rests.  On a cranked axle with 
14-spoke English pattern wheels and elliptic springs.  With fitted shafts, mud guards, rein 
rail and lamp brackets 

 
502 RALLI CAR  built by Richardson & Son of Louth to suit 14 to 16 hh; painted green with 

gold lining on a light brown undercarriage.  On a cranked axle with 16-spoke English 
pattern wheels and Dennett springs, the vehicle is fitted with an adjustable seat, lamp 
brackets, curved dash, rein rail and metal steps 

 
503 FOUR-WHEEL DOG CART built by Wellington Carriages, Telford to suit 14 to 16.2 hh 

single or pair; finished in varnished wood with black metalwork undercarriage.  On 12/14-
spoke English pattern wheels with brass hub caps and elliptic springs.  The back to back 
seating has separate back rests for comfort, storage for luggage beneath, and a drop-
down tail board to form a foot rest suspended on chains. Fitted with a hand brake, lamp 
brackets and metal steps at the rear.  Comes with pole and splinter bar 

  


